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1 Introduction  
 

Programming is intimidating for the uninitiated. As a result, first time ODU programming 

students drop out or switch majors. Existing tools fail to teach Object-Oriented Programming 

(OOP) concepts and problem-solving skills. The reality is that programming is a skill that can be 

learned, like any other skill such as drawing, or cooking. The main problem is a lack of 

understanding of the programming fundamentals. As a result of not knowing the fundamentals, 

many students find themselves lost, frustrated, and end up dropping their core CS class or switch 

majors. The current process flow is shown in Figure 1. After having Polymorpher introduced in 

process, as shown in Figure 2.    

   

Figure 1 - ODU's Current Process Flow 
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Figure 2 - Solution Process Flow 

 

1.1 Purpose 

PolyMorpher is a programming game that can be used as a teaching aid for computer 

science students. It will help players learn Object-Oriented Programing (OOP) concepts and 

program solving by using a management simulator and a Tangible User Interface (TUI). 

Polymorpher will: teach OOP concepts, teach problem solving, strive to teach multiple 

languages, be developed for multiple platforms, and potentially have multiplayer capability. As 

shown in Figure 1, the current process for new CS students being introduced to Computer 

Science is more complex and can more often lead to students dropping their intended course or 

abandoning the major as whole. Figure 2 shows how this process can be improved with 

Polymorpher. Polymorpher will increase the retention rate of students and the possibility of 

passing. 
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Polymorpher will be initially aimed at ODU and other educational institutes that teach 

players computer programming, Object-Oriented Programming concepts, and problem-solving 

skills. The game’s goal is to better prepare students for the rigors of their respective computer 

science program. Object-Oriented Programming is the main focus of Polymorpher since it is a 

fundamental part of the computer science curriculum. This will be done by teaching them the 

fundamentals of programming in a fun and engaging way. Polymorpher will also eventually 

target secondary educational institutions such as middle schools and high schools. This would 

allow high school and middle school teachers to introduce computer science to their students in 

fun and engaging way. Polymorpher can also be used by anyone who is interested in learning 

programming skills. It is especially useful for those that want to learn Object-Oriented 

Programming.  

1.2 Scope 

Polymorpher’s main objective is to become a teaching aid for university professors at 

ODU and a learning tool for CS students. Polymorpher will do this by presenting students with 

challenges that force them to implement different concepts of OOP. This will provide the student 

with a more engaging way of learning OOP rather than reading through a textbook or working 

through short exercises. The goal of the Polymorpher prototype is to provide a baseline for the 

product. It will include features fundamental to the Real-World Product. It will be playable but 

may not be as engaging as the full-fledge game. The Polymorpher prototype will teach players 

Object-Oriented Programming through different levels. Each of Polymorpher’s levels will 

present the player with different challenges to teach them the concept they need to learn and to 

“win” the level.  
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1.3 Definitions, Acronyms, and Abbreviations  

API: Application Program Interface - A tool for assisting developers in creating applications 

Computer: a programmable electronic device designed to accept data, perform prescribed 

mathematical and logical operations at high speed, and display the results of these operations 

Computer Programming: a process that leads from an original formulation of a computing 

problem to executable computer programs Computer Science (CS): the science that deals with 

the theory and methods of processing 

information in digital computers, the design of computer hardware and software, and the 

applications of computers 

Design: an outline, sketch, or plan, as of the form and structure of a work of art, an edifice, or a 

machine to be executed or constructed 

Git: version control system for tracking changes in computer files and coordinating work on 

those files among multiple people 

GitLab: web-based git repository manager the includes wiki and issue tracking 

Gradle: an open-source build automation system that was designed for multi-project builds 

GUI: Graphical User Interface - A graphical display for users of electronics to interact with the 

content displayed 

JavaScript: a programming language commonly used in web development where the code is 

processed by the client’s browser 
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Management Simulator: a way to simulate the management of a game in an organized fashion 

MySQL: an open source multi-user database management system 

Non-Technical Game: user-friendly gameplay able to be utilized by non-technical users 

Non-Technical User: user who lacks formal education or knowledge in computer science, 

computer programming, object-oriented programming, or problem solving skills 

Object-Oriented Programming (OOP): A schematic paradigm for computer programming in 

which the linear concepts of procedures and tasks are replaced by the concepts of objects and 

messages 

ODU: Abbreviation for Old Dominion University 

Platform: an integrated set of packaged and custom applications tied together with middleware 

PolyMorpher: a programming game that focuses strictly on teaching OOP and problem-solving 

skills 

Problem Solving: the process of finding solutions to difficult or complex issues 

Programming Game: a video game which incorporates elements of computer programming into 

the game, which enables the player to direct otherwise autonomous units within the game to 

follow commands in a domain-specific programming language 

Regression Testing: a type of application testing that determines if modifications to the 

application have altered the application negatively 
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Software Development Kit (SDK): a set of software development tools that allows the creation 

of applications for a certain software package 

Student Involvement: the amount of physical energy students exert and the amount of 

psychological energy they put into their college experience 

Student Progression Dilemma: the problem of CS majors at ODU not advancing through the CS 

course schedule in order to graduate with a CS degree 

TUI: Abbreviation for Tangible User Interface 

Ubuntu: open-source Linux operating system 

Unity: a popular game development platform 

User-Friendly: easy to comprehend by non-technical users 

Virtual Machines: emulations of computer systems that provide functionalities of physical 

computers 
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1.5 Overview  

This product specification will provide a general overview of the prototype of Polymorpher. 

It will emphasize the hardware and software configuration, external interfaces, capabilities and 

features. The information that will be provided in the remaining sections of this document 

include a detailed description of the software, hardware and external interfaces of the 

Polymorpher prototype.  

2 General Description  

The goal of the Polymorpher prototype is to provide a baseline for the product. It will 

include features fundamental to the RWP. It will be playable but may not be as engaging as the 

full-fledge game. It will still teach OOP concepts and problem-solving skills and provide players 

an opportunity to experience the mechanics of the game. The Polymorpher prototype will teach 

the most important concepts of OOP such as: encapsulation, abstraction, polymorphism and 

inheritance. 
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2.1 Prototype Architecture Description  

The Polymorpher prototype architecture and the fully developed product will be exactly 

the same. The architecture of the prototype will feature two main components: the Polymorpher 

application and the Polymoprher website. The PolyMorpher website will as a method of 

distribution for the prototype. The website will also include a game guide that will have game 

rules, basic gameplay instructions and helpful tips. The most important part of the prototype is 

the Polymorpher application. The Polymoprher application is an executable file that will be 

downloaded from the website and run directly from the user’s computer.  The interaction 

between the users, the website and the application are shown below in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3 - Deployment Flow 
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2.2 Prototype Functional Description 

The Polymorpher prototype will have many of the features that the real-world product 

version would have. The prototype will: teach OOP, be single player, include game assets, have 

a developed story, include a downloadable executable file, include a portable compiler, and a 

tutorial section. The Polymorpher prototype will only include what is needed or is essential to 

create a minimum viable product.  

2.3 External Interfaces 

The Polymorpher prototype will consist of five different interfaces: Hardware Interface, 

Software Interface, User Interface, API Book Interface, and Complier Interface. The Polymopher 

prototype will also require that the user meet specific hardware specifications. This will ensure 

that the Polymorpher prototype will run on the user’s computer smoothly.  

2.3.1 Hardware Interfaces 

Polymorpher will be an executable that will be available to download from the 

Polymorpher website. The system requirements for the game will include: fourth generation i3 

Intel or AMD equivalent processor, at least 4GB of RAM or more and at least 500MB of 

available Hard Disk space. A mouse and keyboard will also be needed to play Polymoprher. 

2.3.2 Software Interfaces 

Since Unity was used build the game, this should allow Polymorpher to run on most 

operating systems. Polymorpher will run on the following: Windows, Linux, and Mac OSX. 

DirectX may need to be installed as well prior to running Polymorpher.  
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2.3.3 User Interface 

• Keyboard: A keyboard will be needed to move the main character of Polymoprher. The 

arrow keys of the keyboard will mainly be used for movement. The keyboard would also 

be used when the player uses the API Book to look up examples and hints. The keyboard 

will also be used to write C# code to in a text editor to change objects. 

• Mouse: A mouse will be needed to select objects during gameplay that the player wants 

to change. The mouse will also be needed to interact with the API book and the general 

user interface of the game.  

• Computer Monitor: A computer monitor will be needed to view and play the game once 

it has been launched.  

2.3.4 Compiler Interface 

  The Compiler Interface is used by the player to change in-game objects. The player will 

use their mouse to select the object they intend to change. Once they click on the object, a text 

box will appear that is filled with C# code. The player will then have three options: compile, 

reset and cancel. The compile button will run the code that is within the textbox. The reset button 

will reset the code and the cancel button will close the text box. In Polymorpher, the code 

presented to the user will often be incorrect and will need to be corrected by the user in order to 

pass the level. The player may not always be given starting code, so the compiler text box may 

be empty. The Compiler Interface and the API Book are dependent upon each other, and critical 

components to Polymorpher’s overall design. The flow of the Compiler Algorithm is shown in 

Figure 4. 
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Figure 3 - Core Algorithm Flow 

 

2.3.5 API Book Interface 

When the player clicks on the API Book Icon, the API Book interface launches. As shown in 

Figure 5, the API Book Algorithm details the usage of the API Book within PolyMorpher. The 

API Book Interface is used by the player to find examples and helpful hints. It serves as a core 

resource for the player to use throughout the game rather than having to go to outside help.  

 

Figure 4 - API Book Algorithm Flow 
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